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The clue’s in the name…and owner Andrei Lussmann was
determined that if his name was attached to the words
‘sustainable’ and ‘fish’, customers must be clear that
seafood populations were safe in his hands.
In July 2019, the Home Counties group of five
restaurants completed its journey to become the first
business of its kind with a 100% Marine Stewardship
Council certified wild fish menu. Working closely with the
MSC, supplier Stickleback Fish and his chefs, has helped
Andrei build his seafood menu which now boasts certified
plaice, kipper, cod cheeks, hake, haddock, shrimps, ling
and monkfish and sees sales of 15,000kg of fish.
The accolade has come with significant media coverage
and is communicated to the group’s 250,000 annual
customers, raising awareness of sustainable seafood on
the high street at affordable prices.
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Since is launch in 1997, YO! has always strived to keep
the most unsustainable seafood off its menus, never
serving bluefin tuna and removing eel when it became
critically endangered.
A major internal review of the 70-site group’s
sustainability highlighted that 40% of its seafood had a
Marine Conservation Society rating of 4-5. It resolved to
ensure that all of it would be responsibly sourced by the
end of 2020.
It achieved that target in August 2019, 15 months
ahead of schedule, by implementing a Responsible
Seafood Policy, joining the Sustainable Seafood Coalition
collaborating closely with the SRA, Sustain and its two
main suppliers. It’s also developed new products like
Japanese amberjack to reduce reliance on tuna and
salmon.
The final piece of the jigsaw has involved training staff
so that they can help share knowledge about sustainable
seafood with customers.
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Conscious of customers’ desire to know more about
the provenance of their food and in a bid to encourage
its chefs to use more UK and day boat caught fish,
the 200-strong pub group landed on the idea of a
Sustainable Fishing Education Programme.
Over 2018 and 2019, it’s taken its transparent
seafood sourcing to a new level, informing customers
of the name of the boat and captain that landed their
fish and upped sales of day boat caught fish to 15%.
A concerted approach, delivered by exec chefs
alongside the procurement and marketing teams,
included 100 fishing trips and visits to suppliers.
As a result, seafood caught by day boats in Hastings
that was being exported to France is now being
served up in Young’s Pubs. Wild sea bass has been
removed and American scallops have been replaced
by UK caught scallops.
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